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We have studied the impact of low-frequency magnetic flux noise upon superconducting transmon
qubits with various levels of tunability. We find that qubits with weaker tunability exhibit dephasing
that is less sensitive to flux noise. This insight was used to fabricate qubits where dephasing due
to flux noise was suppressed below other dephasing sources, leading to flux-independent dephasing
times T2∗ ∼ 15 µs over a tunable range of ∼ 340 MHz. Such tunable qubits have the potential to
create high-fidelity, fault-tolerant qubit gates and fundamentally improve scalability for a quantum
processor.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Quantum computers have the potential to outperform
classical logic in important technological problems. A
practical quantum processor must be comprised of quantum bits (“qubits”) that are isolated from environmental
decoherence sources yet easily addressable during logical
gate operations. Superconducting qubits are an attractive candidate because of their simple integration with
fast control and readout circuitry. In recent years, advances in superconducting qubits have demonstrated how
such integration may be achieved while maintaining high
coherence [1–3]. Further extensions of qubit coherence
will serve to reduce gate errors, cutting down the number of qubits required for fault-tolerant quantum logic
[4, 5].
An important aspect of maintaining high qubit coherence is the reduction of dephasing. Frequency-tunable
qubits are inherently sensitive to dephasing via noise in
the tuning control channel. Tuning via a magnetic flux
thus introduces dephasing via low-frequency flux noise
[6–13]. Such noise is ubiquitous in thin-film superconducting devices at low temperatures. Experiments indicate a high density of unpaired spins on the thin-film
surface [14] with fluctuations of these leading to lowfrequency flux noise that typically has a 1/f power spectrum [13, 15–17]. For any flux-tunable qubit, this flux
noise leads to significant dephasing whenever the qubit
is biased at a point with a large gradient of the qubit
energy with respect to flux.
Flux tuning is nonetheless highly advantageous for
many quantum circuits, and several classes of quantum
logic gates rely on flux-tunable qubits. In the controlledphase gate [1, 18], qubit pairs are rapidly tuned into resonance to create entanglement. Here, both flux noise
and off-resonant coupling to other qubits produce phase
errors proportional to gate times, with total gate error
scaling as the square of the gate time [19]. Alternatively,
fixed-frequency qubits have been employed in schemes
such as the cross resonance (CR) gate [20, 21] to demonstrate aspects of quantum error correction (QEC) [3, 22].
Recent efforts with two-qubit devices have extended CR

gate fidelities beyond 99% [23]. Larger lattices of fixedfrequency qubits, however, are likely to suffer increasingly from frequency crowding. If a qubit’s 0-1 excitation frequency overlaps with the 0-1 or 1-2 frequency of
its neighbor, or if the two qubits’ frequencies are very
far apart, the CR gate between these two qubits will be
non-ideal, with the strong possibility of leakage out of
the computational subspace, or a very weak gate, respectively [24]. However, fixed-frequency transmon qubits are
challenging to fabricate to precision better than about
200 MHz [25]. Given such imprecision, a hypothetical
seventeen-qubit logic circuit could see up to a quarter
of its gate pairs fail due to frequency crowding (see Appendix A). Frequency-tunable transmon qubits therefore
appear attractive for use in architectures based on the CR
gate.
In this paper, we show how a tunable qubit’s sensitivity to flux noise may be reduced by limiting its extent of
tunability. We report results for several different qubits
showing that the qubit dephasing rate is proportional to
the sensitivity of the qubit frequency to magnetic flux
and to the amplitude of low-frequency flux noise. Furthermore, we use the understanding gained through this
study to fabricate a qubit whose dephasing due to nonflux dependent sources exceeds its dephasing due to lowfrequency flux noise, over a range of more than 300 MHz
of tunability. This unique qubit has the potential to reduce errors in gates employing frequency-tunable qubits
and to evade frequency crowding in qubit lattices employing CR gates. It therefore offers a promising route
to create high-fidelity two-qubit gates that reach faulttolerant gate operation and to improve the scalability of
superconducting qubit devices.
Our device adapts a design in which a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) serves as the
Josephson inductance in a transmon qubit [26]. Here, the
Josephson energy, and consequently the qubit 0-1 transition frequency f01 , may be tuned with a magnetic flux Φ
with a period of Φ0 ≡ h/2e, the magnetic flux quantum,
where h is Planck’s constant and e is the electron charge.
However, if the two junctions in the SQUID have different
Josephson energies EJ1 and EJ2 , a so-called ‘asymmetric
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transmon’ is formed [27]. The greater the difference in
junction energies, the smaller the level of tunability. If
EJ1 > EJ2 , we can define the ratio α = EJ1 /EJ2 and
the sum EJΣ = EJ1 + EJ2 . The total flux-dependent
Josephson energy EJ varies according to the following
expression from Ref. [26]:


EJ (Φ) = EJΣ cos

πΦ
Φ0

s
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d2

2
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πΦ
,
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where d is given by d = (α − 1)/(1 + α).

II.

DEVICE DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Considering that qubits on a single chip should experience a common flux noise level, we prepared two
styles of sample, A and B, shown in Fig. 1. We varied α on sample A to observe the effect on dephasing
and included fixed-frequency qubits on both samples as
a reference for non-flux dependent dephasing. Each chip
included eight separate cavity/qubit systems in a multiqubit planar circuit quantum electodynamics (cQED) architecture. Sample A included transmon qubits of the
design found in Refs. [3, 22], with readout resonators
frequency-multiplexed and coupled to a common feedline
for microwave drive and readout. Sample B employed
the qubit design of Refs. [23, 28, 29], with a separate
microwave port for each readout resonator. On sample
B, coplanar-waveguide buses, resonant at ∼6 GHz, couple the qubits together three at a time to form a lattice
for multi-qubit gate operations, as in Refs. [28] and [29],
although no such operations are presented in this paper. On sample A we adjusted junction areas to prepare
transmons having junction ratios α = 7, 4, and 1. To
keep EJΣ fixed among the qubits, we kept total junction
area fixed, while the single-junction qubit maintained the
same SQUID loop structure with one of the junctions
being left open. On sample B, we designed six qubits
to have α = 15 while two employed a single junction
matching the EJ1 of the tunable qubits.
To fabricate both sample A and B we used standard photolithography and plasma-etching to pattern the
coplanar waveguides, ground plane, and qubit capacitors
from a sputtered Nb film on a Si substrate. On sample A the Nb films are 100 nm thick. On sample B
they are 200 nm. Electron-beam lithography and conventional double-angle shadow-evaporation was used to form
Al-AlOx-Al tunnel junctions and the traces connecting
them to the transmon shunt capacitors. In samples A
and B, the differing separation between capacitor pads
necessitated different SQUID loop geometries, as shown
in Fig. 1. Effects of loop geometry on flux noise have
been the subject of recent studies [30, 31]. On sample A,
the SQUID loops comprised 0.6 µm wide Al traces bridging the 20 µm gap between transmon capacitor pads, and
we adjusted the junction area by adjusting the junction

width, keeping the overlap fixed at 0.2 µm. On sample
B, SQUID loops had 2 µm trace width and joined to Nb
leads extending from the capacitor pads, which had a 70
µm separation. On sample B, we adjusted the junction
sizes via both width and overlap. On both samples A
and B, the SQUID loop area is ∼ 400 µm2 .

III.

EXPERIMENT

Measurements of sample A were completed in a dilution refrigerator (DR) at Syracuse University (SU), while
sample B was measured in a DR at the IBM TJ Watson
Research Center. Samples were wire-bonded into holders
designed to suppress microwave chip modes, mounted to
the mixing chamber of the DR and placed inside a cryoperm magnetic shield, thermally anchored at the mixing
chamber. Both DRs incorporated room-temperature µmetal shields.
For sample A, room-temperature microwave signals
were supplied through attenuated coaxial lines, thermalized at each stage of the DR and filtered using 10 GHz
low pass filters (K&L) thermalized at the mixing chamber. We used a total of 70 dB of attenuation on the
drive-lines: 20 dB at 4 K, 20 dB at 0.7 K and 30 dB at the
mixing chamber, with a base temperature of 30 mK. Output measurement signals from the sample pass through
another 10 GHz low-pass filter, a microwave switch, and
two magnetically shielded cryogenic isolators, all thermally anchored to the mixing chamber. In the case
of sample A, the signal was amplified by a low-noise
HEMT at 4 K, passing through a Nb/Nb superconducting coaxial cable between the mixing chamber and 4 K
stage. The signal was amplified further at room temperature before being mixed down to 10 MHz and digitized. The eight resonators, coupled to each of their
respective qubits on sample A, had measured frequencies that ranged from 6.975 − 7.136 GHz, separated by
∼ 20 − 25 MHz. Linewidths κ/2π for these resonators
were on the order of a few hundreds of kHz.
Figure 1 shows the layout of the sample B chip. The
α = 15 asymmetric-SQUID transmon reported in this
paper was located at position Q7 . It was read out
through a coplanar waveguide resonator of frequency
6.559 GHz and linewidth ∼ 300 kHz, and was found to
max
have f01
= 5.387 GHz. The fixed-frequency transmon
(5.346 GHz) at position Q2 was read out through a 6.418
GHz resonator having linewidth ∼ 300 kHz. Sample B
qubits were measured via signal wiring similar to that
presented in Refs. [3, 22, 28, 32]. Drive wiring included
10 dB of attenuation at 50 K, 10 dB at 4K, 6 dB at 0.7 K,
10 dB at 100 mK, and at the mixing-chamber plate there
was 30 dB of attenuation plus a homemade ‘Eccosorb’
low-pass filter. Drive signals entered a microwave circulator at the mixing plate. On one set of signal wiring,
the 2nd port of the circulator passed directly to qubit
Q7 . In another set of signal wiring, the second port of
the circulator passed to several different qubits via a mi-
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FIG. 1. Optical micrographs of samples including higher magnification images of qubits and SQUID loops. Sample B image is
a chip of identical design to the ones used for measurements. In sample B image, labels indicate each qubit and its individual
readout resonators, while unlabeled resonators are bus resonators.

crowave switch. Signals reflected from the device passed
back through the circulator to the output and amplifier circuitry. Output circuitry comprised a low-pass Cu
powder filter, followed by two cryogenic isolators in series, followed by an additional low-pass filter, followed by
superconducting NbTi coaxial cable, followed by a lownoise HEMT amplifier at 4 K and an additional low-noise
amplifier at room temperature. Low-pass filters were intended to block signals above ∼ 10 GHz. In the case of
Q7 , additional amplification was afforded by a SLUG amplifier [33] mounted at the mixing stage, biased via two
bias-tee networks and isolated from the sample by an
additional cryogenic isolator. Output signals were mixed
down to 5 MHz before being digitized and averaged. The
mixing-plate thermometer indicated a temperature of ∼
15 to 20 mK during measurements.
Magnetic flux was supplied to sample A via a ∼ 6-mm
inner diameter superconducting wire coil placed 2 mm
above the sample and fed via brass coaxial lines thermally
anchored at each stage of the DR, with a 80 MHz π-filter
at 4 K and a copper powder filter on the mixing chamber.
Sample B was flux-biased using a wire-wound superconducting coil mounted about 3 mm above the qubit chip
and fed via DC pair wiring (Cu above 4K within the
fridge, NbTi below). The coil had a self-inductance of 3.9
mH and mutual inductance to the SQUID loop of ∼ 1 pH.
Coils were current-biased using SRS SIM928 DC voltage
sources through a 2 kΩ or 5 kΩ room-temperature resistor. DC flux was applied simultaneously to all qubits on
a chip. For each qubit, we measured f01 as a function of
coil current and fit this against Eq. (1) to enable scaling
of Φ0 and subtract any offset flux, as well as to determax
mine f01
and asymmetry d. We treat the sign of flux
as arbitrary. We observed no evidence of ohmic heating due to current-biasing the coils. In particular, over

the range of applied fluxes we observed negligible change
in fridge temperature, no trend in the coherence of fixedfrequency qubits, and no trend in the tunable qubits that
was consistent with heating. Our use of superconducting
coils and cabling, and thermal anchoring of cabling, was
effective in this regard.
Coherence measurements for both samples were performed using standard cQED readout techniques [34].
The flux level was set prior to qubit measurement and
held fixed during the measurement. Using an automated
measurement algorithm, qubit frequency was determined
using Ramsey fringe fitting, after which π and π/2 pulses
were optimized at this frequency, and then coherence was
measured. T2∗ was measured at a frequency-detuning
that offered sufficient fringes for fitting. If the automated
tuning routine failed to find the frequency or properly
scale the π and π/2 pulses, this point was omitted from
the dataset. All coherence data was visually checked before fitting and inclusion in the dataset.

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the eight qubits on each chip, we present data
from four qubits on sample A and two qubits on sample B, one of each variation from each sample. Figure 2
shows the flux dependence of f01 , subtracting fixed flux
offsets for each qubit. The α = 15 qubit had the weakest
tunability: 337 MHz.
Following Eq. (1) and the expecta√
tion that f01 ∝ EJ [26], we fit the
√ data in Fig. 2 to find
max
the maximum frequency f01
∝ EJΣ and asymmetry
parameter d. From the latter we compute α and find
that all qubits’ measured asymmetry values were within
5% of the designed values. We note that the four sample
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FIG. 2. f01 vs. flux measured for qubits from samples A and
B. Solid lines are fits to these tuning curves based on Eq. (1).
Also included are frequencies of single junction qubits from
both samples. Dashed lines for these qubits to guide the eye.
Inset: entire tuning range measured for the α = 1 qubit with
the α = 7 qubit included as a comparison to illustrate the
large frequency tunability of an α = 1 qubit.

A qubits shown in Fig. 2 were designed to have identimax
cal EJΣ and therefore identical f01
, but in fact exhibit
a ∼ 200 MHz spread, thus illustrating the challenge of
fabricating qubits to precise frequencies.
To assess the effect of flux noise on dephasing, we observe how the latter relates to each qubit’s frequency
gradient as a function of flux DΦ = |∂f01 /∂Φ|. We
characterize dephasing via measurement of the Ramsey
decay time T2∗ , which is sensitive to low-frequency dephasing noise [7, 9]. We fit these using an exponential
form. Although it has been shown that a dephasing
noise source with a 1/f power spectrum will result in
a Gaussian decay envelope [7, 9], flux-independent dephasing sources such as cavity-photon shot-noise [35–37]
result in an exponential decay envelope. Ramsey decays
for fixed-frequency qubits are therefore well fit with an
exponential decay envelope. For all of our asymmetric
transmons, as well as a large portion of the dephasing
data for the α = 1 symmetric device, we find that an exponential decay envelope is also a good fit. As detailed
in Appendix D, we find systematic but slight differences
between values of T2∗ obtained using an exponential or
Gaussian fit. Assuming a purely exponential decay sets
an upper bound on the extracted flux noise level.
Relaxation times T1 ranged from ∼ 20 − 50 µs over the
six qubits reported here. In general T1 increased with
decreasing qubit frequency (Appendix B, Fig. 5), consistent with dielectric loss and a frequency-independent
loss tangent, as observed in other tunable superconducting qubits [38]. Qubits on sample A remained sufficiently
detuned below their readout resonators to neglect Purcell relaxation, but the T1 of the α = 15 qubit on sample
B exhibits frequency-dependence consistent with Purcell

losses. T1 relaxation due to coupling to a flux-bias line,
first discussed for inductive coupling in Ref. [26], and
for capacitive coupling in Ref. [39], was considered for
the qubits studied here. We show in Appendix C that
flux-line coupling to our qubits sets an upper bound on
T1 not significantly lower than that reported in Ref. [26],
and still orders of magnitude greater than current experimental T1 times.
To compare dephasing rates among the qubits, we use
the relation Γφ = 1/T2∗ − 1/2T1 [40] to remove the relaxation contribution. The resulting dephasing rate Γφ
is plotted against flux in Fig. 3. As the curves in Fig.
2 illustrate, the integer and half-integer Φ/Φ0 points are
‘sweet spots’ where DΦ = 0 and thus the qubit is firstorder insensitive to flux noise. All the transmons on sample A clearly exhibit a dephasing rate that increases with
DΦ and is a minimum at the sweet spots. Second-order
sensitivity to flux noise [9, 41] should be negligible in
our samples because of the small energy-band curvature.
However, the level of Γφ for the non-tunable qubit on
each sample and the tunable qubits at their sweet spots
indicates the presence of non-flux dependent sources of
dephasing. Such background dephasing may arise from
other mechanisms, including cavity-photon shot noise
[35], critical current noise [42], or charge noise affecting the residual charge dispersion in the transmon design [26]. This background dephasing may be expected
to vary from qubit to qubit due to differences in qubitcavity coupling or cavity thermalization, among other
effects. Such variations are commonly observed in multiqubit devices [3, 22, 28].
We note that the behavior of the other qubits on our
chips, where it could be measured, is consistent with the
six devices presented here. On sample A, the position of
the flux coil on the sample holder enabled only one each
of the α = 4 and α = 7 transmons to be tuned through a
full flux quantum; these appear in the figures. The α = 1
qubit not shown in the figures had an anomolously high
background dephasing rate, making its flux-noise dephasing difficult to distinguish. The single-junction transmon
not shown in the figures had dephasing Γφ = 0.102 µs−1 .
On sample B we measured dephasing of three α = 15
qubits and two single-junction qubits. None of the tunable qubits exhibited any flux-dependence in its dephasing. The qubit of each type having the lowest dephasing
rate is shown in the figures. The single-junction qubit not
shown in the figures exhibited dephasing of 0.129 µs−1 ,
while the mean dephasing rates of the tunable qubits not
shown in the figures were 0.110 and 0.144 µs−1 .
For sample A, if we consider only flux-dependent dephasing, it is evident that Γφ ∝ DΦ . Furthermore, qubits
of the same geometry on the same chip should experience
similar flux noise [14]. The analysis outlined in Ref. [7, 9]
may then be used to extract a flux noise level from the
relationship between Γφ and DΦ . We apply a simultaneous fit of the form mDΦ + b to the α = 1, 4, and 7 qubits,
allowing background dephasing b to vary for each qubit,
while a single m is common to all. The fit appears as solid
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FIG. 3. Γφ vs. flux measured for qubits from samples A and
B. Solid lines show a simultaneous fit of the form mDΦ + b
to the tunable qubits on sample A. Factor m is common to
all three datasets while b is allowed to vary for each. Γφ
measured for fixed frequency qubits on both samples included
with dashed lines to help guide the eye.

p
lines in Fig. 3. We derive Γφ = 2π AΦ | ln (2πfIR t)|DΦ
following the approach in Ref. [9], where the flux noise
power spectrum is SΦ (f ) = AΦ /|f |, fIR is the infrared
cutoff frequency, taken to be 1 Hz and t is on the order
of 1/Γφ , which we take to be 10 µs in our calculations.
Equating mDΦ to Γφ in the equation above, we may calculate the flux noise level on sample A. To determine the
uncertainty in the measured flux noise level, we must not
only account for the error in fitting m but also how variations in dephasing time impact the calculation of AΦ
values. To account for the latter, we determine the im1/2
pact on extracted AΦ as t is varied. Adjusting t over a
range similar to what we observe experimentally leads to
1/2
a ∼ 10% change in AΦ . The errors we report for all cal1/2
culated AΦ reflect this added uncertainty. The choice
of fIR = 1 Hz is related to the typical measurement time
for a Ramsey decay. Variations in the value for this cutoff
frequency have only a weak impact on the extracted value
1/2
1/2
of AΦ . We find that AΦ = 1.4 ± 0.2 µΦ0 on sample
A. This level is compatible with previous experimental
studies of flux noise in superconducting flux [6–8, 43, 44]
and phase qubits [45].
To achieve an even clearer picture of the influence of
flux noise on these qubits, we plot Γφ vs. DΦ for each
qubit in Fig. 4a. Here, DΦ is computed from the fits
to the energy bands of each qubit shown in Fig. 2. This
yields a linear dependence where the slope can be related
to the amplitude of the flux noise and the offset corresponds to the background dephasing level. In this case,
instead of a simultaneous fit we apply a separate fit of
1/2
Γφ = mDΦ + b to each qubit, and we find AΦ values of
1.3 ± 0.2, 1.2 ± 0.2 and 1.4 ± 0.2 µΦ0 for the α = 7, 4
and 1 qubits, respectively. These flux noise levels are all
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consistent with past studies of low-frequency flux noise
in superconducting devices [6–8, 43–45].
In Fig. 4a it can be seen that, for the tunable qubits on
sample A, within the range DΦ . 1 GHz/Φ0 , the measured dephasing rate is largely flux-independent within
the experimental spread. To exploit this insensitivity,
we designed the tunable transmon on sample B to have
DΦ no greater than ∼ 1 GHz/Φ0 at any point within
its tuning range, a condition satisfied by having α =
15. As a result, its sensitivity to 1/f flux noise appears
to be suppressed below the level where background dephasing dominates. Γφ is essentially flat across the entire tuning range, as shown in Fig. 3, with a mean of
0.058 µs−1 and experimental scatter of σ ∼ 0.017 µs−1 .
In comparison, this sample’s fixed-frequency qubit exhibits Γφ = 0.072 µs−1 . Figure 4b shows clearly that
T2∗ for the α = 15 qubit on sample B is independent of
frequency over the whole tuning range.
Although no significant flux dependence of the dephasing is detectable for sample B, we estimate from our earlier expression for Γφ that the observed scatter is con1/2
sistent with AΦ of 0.9 µΦ0 . Recent progress in understanding the origins of 1/f flux noise in SQUIDs [46]
has facilitated up to a 5× reduction in AΦ [47]. Such reductions applied to the sample B qubit would reduce its
maximum flux-noise-driven dephasing below 0.008 µs−1 .
In a α = 7 qubit tunable over more than 700 MHz, flux
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noise of such a level would cause dephasing no greater
than 0.017 µs−1 . Alternatively, in a qubit with 150 MHz
tunability, the flux noise seen in sample B would cause
dephasing not exceeding 0.008 µs−1 , or only 0.004 µs−1
if the flux noise were reduced as in Ref. [47]. We may
contrast these values with the non-flux-noise-driven dephasing seen in state-of-the-art single-junction transmons
used for multi-qubit gate operations: Γφ = 0.004 to
0.008 µs−1 on 2-qubit samples [23, 32], 0.01 µs−1 on 5qubit samples [29] and 0.01 to 0.021 µs−1 on 7-qubit samples [28]. We also note that the two SQUID designs A
and B (Fig. 1), within experimental uncertainties exhibit
no difference in flux noise level.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have shown that by reducing the fluxtunability of a transmon qubit, we can dramatically lower
its sensitivity to 1/f flux noise. Using this understanding, we have fabricated a qubit in which the dephasing
rate due to flux noise is suppressed below the level set
by non-flux dependent sources. This device exhibits a
flux-independent dephasing rate Γφ ∼ 0.06 µs−1 over a
tunable range in excess of 300 MHz.
As qubit architectures progress in complexity, frequency crowding and flux-noise dephasing will present
increasing challenges to gate fidelity. A recently demonstrated quantum computing prototype employed nine
individually-flux-tuned superconducting qubits [2]. The
qubit design shown in this paper should be readily adaptable to this and other types of existing multi-qubit architectures using either frequency-tuned gates or allmicrowave gates. In order to avoid ohmic heating in
larger architectures, the flux tuning must employ strictly
superconducting wiring and may benefit from persistentcurrent operation at setpoints [48]. Notwithstanding
such engineering issues, the qubit design presented here
offers a scalable means to avoid both frequency crowding
and flux-noise dephasing in multi-qubit gates, thus addressing a key challenge in realizing a logically-encoded
qubit and fault-tolerant universal quantum computer.
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Appendix A: Non-ideal fabrication in fixed
frequency qubits

Lattices of coupled qubits are proposed to enable errorcorrection algorithms such as the ‘surface code’ [4, 5].
Qubits are arranged into a square grid with alternate
qubits serving either data or error-checking functions.
Bus-couplers provide interaction among adjacent qubits,
with up to four qubits attached to each bus. A seven
qubit-lattice thereby comprises 12 qubit pairs and a
seventeen-qubit lattice comprises 34 pairs. However, single junction transmon qubits are challenging to fabricate with frequency precision of σf < 200 MHz [25].
Such imprecision will inhibit functioning of qubit lattices.
Considering a lattice of transmon qubits of frequency
∼ 5 GHz and anharmonicity δ/2π = −340 MHz, and
considering cross-resonance gate operations, we can estimate the number of undesired interactions among these
pairs. Studies of the cross-resonance gate [24] indicate
that these gates will be dominated by undesirable interactions if the frequency separation |∆| between adjacent
qubits is equal to zero, a degeneracy between f01 of the
qubits; equal to −δ/2π, a degeneracy between f01 of one
qubit and f12 of the next; or if |∆| > −δ/2π (weak interaction leading to very slow gate operation). In a simple
Monte Carlo model, we assign to all points in the lattice
a random qubit frequency from a gaussian distribution
around 5 GHz, and count the number of degenerate or
weak-interaction pairs, taking a range of ±(δ/2π)/20, or
±17 MHz around each degeneracy. The results appearing
in Table I make it evident that the likelihood of frequency
collisions increases as the lattice grows.
Number
of QBs
7
7
17
17

Mean Number
σf
of Collisions
1
|δ/2π|
2.3
2
3
3.6
|δ/2π|
4
1
6.6
|δ/2π|
2
3
10.6
|δ/2π|
4

TABLE I. Frequency-collision modeling in lattices of transmon qubits employing cross-resonance gates. Predicted number of bad gate pairs (‘frequency collisions’) in two different
lattice sizes. 7-qubit lattice has 12 pairs and 17-qubit lattice
has 34 pairs. Mean of distribution is 5 GHz and two different
distribution widths σf are considered.

Appendix B: Qubit Coherence

For sample A, three T1 measurements were made at
each flux point followed by three T2∗ measurements. At
each flux point, the reported T1 and T2∗ values and error bars comprise the mean and standard deviation of
the three measurements. The corresponding Γφ value
is found from these mean values and its error bar is
found by propagating the errors in T1 and T2∗ through
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FIG. 5. T1 vs. frequency measured for all qubits discussed in
the main paper. Single points included for T1 values measured
for the fixed-frequency qubits.

FIG. 6. T2∗ vs. flux measured for the qubits discussed in the
main paper. T2∗ measured for the fixed-frequency qubits on
both samples is included with dashed lines to help guide the
eye.

via partial derivative and combining these in a quadrature sum. For sample B, at each flux point, first T1 was
measured, then T2∗ , three times in succession. For this
device the reported T1 and T2∗ values comprise the mean
of the three measurements and the error bars are their
standard deviation. Here the reported dephasing rate Γφ
comprises the mean h1/T2∗ − 1/2T1 i found from the three
T1 , T2∗ pairs, and the error bar is the standard deviation.
The uncertainties of the individual fits are significantly
smaller than the standard deviation among several measurements, suggesting a time-variation in both T1 and
T2∗ .

data in Fig. 5.
Figure 6 shows T2∗ plotted versus flux, measured for the
qubits discussed in our paper. For the tunable qubits on
sample A, T2∗ is greatest at the qubit sweet-spots and decreases away from these sweet spots as DΦ increases. In
the α = 15 tunable qubit (Q7 ) on sample B, T2∗ is nearly
constant over the measured half flux quantum range. The
small frequency dependence observed in T2∗ in sample B
is consistent with the observed variation of T1 with frequency, leading to the frequency-independent dephasing
rate observed for this qubit in Fig. 3.

Figure 5 shows T1 plotted versus qubit frequency, measured for the qubits discussed in our paper. We observe a trend of increasing T1 with decreasing qubit frequency. In sample A, each qubit’s quality factor ωT1
is roughly constant, consistent with dielectric loss and a
frequency-independent loss tangent, as observed in other
tunable superconducting qubits [38]. On sample B, T1
decreases by about 10 µs from the low to high end of
the frequency range, consistent with Purcell loss to the
readout resonator. In addition, fine structure is occasionally observed in Fig. 5 where T1 drops sharply at
specific frequencies. These localized features in the T1
frequency dependence are observed for all tunable qubits
that we have measured. These features, similar to those
observed by [38], are attributed to frequencies where a
qubit transition is resonant with a two-level system defect on or near the qubit. Additionally, on sample B, at
a few frequency points inter-qubit coupling affects relaxation. When qubit Q7 is tuned to be nearly degenerate
with fixed-frequency qubit Q6 (at ∼5.33 GHz) or to an
adjacent tunable qubit Q8 (at ∼5.22 GHz), coupling via
the adjacent buses produces an avoided crossing in the
energy spectrum. This effect is barely noticeable in both
the frequency curve of Fig. 2 as well as the relaxation

Appendix C: Relaxation Due to coupling to Flux
Bias Line

Using a dc SQUID for the inductive element of a transmon allows for frequency-tuning via magnetic flux, but
opens up a channel for energy relaxation into the dissipative environment across the bias coil, via the mutual
inductance M . Koch et al. showed in Eq. (2.17) of Ref.
[26] that the Josephson portion of the qubit Hamiltonian
can be written in terms of a single phase variable with a
shifted minimum that depends upon the qubit’s asymmetry and the applied flux bias. By linearizing this Hamiltonian for small noise amplitudes about the static flux
bias point, they compute the relaxation rate for a given
current noise power related to the impedance R across
the flux-bias coil and the mutual inductance between the
coil and SQUID loop. Their analysis was presented for
the case of a transmon containing a near-symmetrical
SQUID. Here we apply their analysis to cases of increasing junction asymmetry, assuming harmonic oscillator
wavefunctions for the qubit ground and excited state.
Using our typical device parameters (EJ /h = 20 GHz,
Ec /h = 350 MHz, M = 2 pH, R = 50 Ω) we obtain
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FIG. 7. Dependence of T1 with flux for asymmetric transmons, calculated for the asymmetries discussed in the main
paper, due to coupling to an external flux bias following the
analysis of Koch et al. [26]. Although in our experiments, the
symmetric qubit had α = 1, in this calculation α = 1.1 was
used so that T1 did not diverge at Φ = 0.

the resulting dependence of T1 as a function of bias flux,
shown in Fig. 7 for the asymmetries discussed in our
paper. For a 10% junction asymmetry, this contribution results in a T1 that varies between 25 ms and a few
seconds, in agreement with Ref. [26]. As the junction
asymmetry is increased, the minimum T1 value, obtained
at odd half-integer multiples of Φ0 , decreases, but even
for our α = 15 qubit, the resulting T1 never falls below
10 ms, two orders of magnitude larger than the measured
T1 due to all other mechanisms in current state-of-the-art
superconducting qubits.
Also in Ref. [26], Koch et al. described a second loss
channel for a transmon related to coupling to the fluxbias line. In this case, the relaxation occurs due to the
oscillatory current through the inductive element of the
qubit – independent of the presence of a SQUID loop –
coupling to the flux-bias line, described by an effective
mutual inductance M 0 . This mutual vanishes when the
Josephson element of the qubit and the bias line are arranged symmetrically. With a moderate coupling asymmetry for an on-chip bias line, Koch et al. estimate that
the T1 corresponding to this loss mechanism would be
of the order of 70 ms. Because this mechanism does not
directly involve the presence of a SQUID loop, this particular limit on T1 should be no different for an asymmetricSQUID transmon as compared to a conventional transmon. An additional potential relaxation channel may
arise due to capacitive coupling to the flux-bias line, as
discussed in Ref. [39]. However, this is expected to be
negligible where a remote wire-wound field coil is used,
as in our experiments.

As described in Sec. IV, our analysis of qubit dephasing rates used a purely exponential fit to all of the measured Ramsey decays. Here we discuss why this fitting
approach is appropriate for all asymmetric qubits and
a large portion of the coherence data measured for the
symmetric qubit.
Of all the qubits measured in this study, the symmetric
α = 1 qubit was most affected by flux noise away from
the qubit sweet spot because of its large energy-band gradient. Therefore, to illustrate the impact that flux noise
has upon the Ramsey decay envelope we will consider the
Ramsey measurements for this qubit on and off the sweet
spot. Example measurements are shown at flux values of
0 and 0.3 Φ0 in Fig. 8a and b, respectively. At each
flux point, we fit the Ramsey decay with both a purely
exponential (Fig. 8a I) and purely Gaussian form (Fig
8a II). The residuals of each fit are included to compare
the quality of fit in each case. As has been discussed in
the main paper, at the upper sweet-spot, where DΦ = 0,
non-flux dependent background-dephasing should dominate and the Ramsey decay should be more readily fit
using an exponential. Figure 8a shows that this is indeed the case: the purely exponential fit provides a more
precise fit to the Ramsey decay, with the residuals to
this fit being smaller over the entire range compared to
those corresponding to the Gaussian fit. The Ramsey
decay shown in Fig 8b was measured at a point where
DΦ was the maximum measured for the α = 1 qubit.
Here, it is clear that a purely Gaussian form results in a
better fit with smaller residuals than an exponential envelope. This indicates that, at this flux point, the α = 1
qubit is heavily impacted by low-frequency flux noise, as
a purely 1/f dephasing source would result in a Gaussian envolope for the decay [9]. Although a purely Gaussian fit form is useful for illustrating the impact that flux
noise has upon the Ramsey decay form, it is not an optimal quantitative approach for investigating dephasing
in these qubits. This is because tunable transmons dephase not only due to flux noise with a roughly 1/f power
spectrum, but also due to other noise sources with different non-1/f power spectra [35–37]. These other noise
sources generally result in an exponential dephasing envelope. Also, dephasing has an intrinsic loss component
that is always exponential in nature. Therefore, to accurately fit decay due to dephasing in these qubits, we
must account for these exponential decay envelopes in
any fitting approach that is not purely exponential.
To account for the T1 contribution to the Ramsey
decay envelope in our non-exponential fitting, we take
the average T1 measured at each flux point and separate this from T2∗ in the Ramsey fit function using
1/T2∗ = 1/Tφ + 1/2T1 . Therefore, instead of fitting a T2∗
time, we fit Tφ directly. To fit the Ramsey decay using
a Gaussian fit form, we square the dephasing exponent
within the fitting function [Eq. (D1)]. We can go one step
further by not forcing an explicit fit form to the dephas-
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FIG. 8. Ramsey decay envolopes measured for the α = 1 qubit at a) the sweet-spot Φ = 0 and b) Φ = 0.3Φ0 where DΦ was the
largest value measured for this qubit. At each flux point, the Ramsey decay envelopes are fit with both a purely exponential
(I) and Gaussian (II) fit form. Functions fitted to the measured data (blue open circles) plotted as solid red lines.

ing exponent, but instead adding another fit parameter
γ [Eq. (D2)], which would be 1 for a pure exponential
and 2 for a pure Gaussian. Although a fit that is not explicitly exponential or Gaussian is not motivated directly
by a particular theoretical model, by fitting Ramsey decays with this free exponent γ, we gain insight into the
transition from flux-noise dominated dephasing at large
DΦ to background dephasing near the sweet-spots. The
two separate fit forms described above are given by the
following decay functions:

fRamsey (t) = A + B{cos (ωt + δ) exp (−Γ1 t/2)
× exp [−(Γφ t)2 ]},

(D1)

fRamsey (t) = A + B{cos (ωt + δ) exp (−Γ1 t/2)
× exp [−(Γφ t)γ ]}, (D2)

where A and B are magnitude and offset constants to
adjust the arbitrary measured signal, ω is the detuning
of the Ramsey pulses from the qubit frequency with a
phase offset δ, Γ1 is the intrinsic loss rate (1/T1 ) and Γφ
is the dephasing rate. Here, A, B, ω, δ, Γφ , and γ are fit
parameters. All other components are fixed with values
determined using the methods discussed above.
This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 9, where we plot γ
vs. flux extracted from fits to the Ramsey measurements
on the α = 1 qubit using Eq. (D1). In the flux region
between +/- 0.1 Φ0 , γ ≈ 1, indicating that the dephasing envelope is primarily exponential, and thus the dominant dephasing noise affecting the qubits here does not
have a 1/f spectrum. At flux bias points further away
from the sweet-spot, γ shifts towards 2 as DΦ increases
and appears to level off close to this value at flux biases
above ∼ 0.2 Φ0 . Thus, in this bias regime, the dephasing
envelope is primarily Gaussian and the dephasing noise
influencing the qubits is predominantly low-frequency in
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FIG. 11. Γφ vs. DΦ calculated for the α = 1 qubit using
the exponential, Gaussian [Eq. (D1)], γ-exponent [Eq. (D2)],
and composite [Eq. (D3)] fitting forms.

from the Gaussian form due to dephasing from noise with
a low-frequency tail. For this fit, along with separating
out the T1 contribution to the Ramsey decay envelope,
we also determine the non-flux dependent backgrounddephasing rate at the sweet-spot, then use this rate as
a fixed parameter in the fitting of our Ramsey measurements at any given flux point. We now have a composite
Ramsey fit form that has three components: a T1 contribution and background dephasing component that are
purely exponential and fixed by the fitting of separate
measurements, plus a Gaussian component to capture
the dephasing due to noise with a 1/f spectrum. This
leads to a composite fitting function of the form:

Φ

fRamsey (t) = A + B{cos (ωt + δ) exp (−Γ1 t/2)
FIG. 10. γ vs DΦ extracted from fits to the Ramsey measurements on the α = 1 qubit using Eq. (D2). Dashed lines
included to indicate the maximum DΦ reached by the α = 7
(black dashed line) and α = 4 (blue dot-dashed line) qubits
measured on sample A.

nature with a 1/f -like spectrum [7, 9].
We can also visualize this variable-exponent fit by plotting γ vs. DΦ rather than Φ, again, for the α = 1
qubit (Fig. 10). In this plot, γ approaches 2 for DΦ
values around 6 GHz/Φ0 . We have also included vertical dashed lines on Fig. 10 indicating the maximum DΦ
values reached by the less tunable α = 4 and 7 qubits on
sample A. Below these DΦ levels, γ is close to 1 implying
that the decay envelope is nearly exponential, and thus
justifying our use of an exponential decay for fitting the
asymmetrical qubits in the main paper.
As yet another approach to fitting the Ramsey decay envelopes, we can employ a function that separates
the exponential dependence from background-dephasing

× exp (−Γφ,bkg t) exp [−(Γφ t)2 ]}, (D3)
where A and B are magnitude and offset constants to
adjust the arbitrary measured signal, ω is the detuning
from the qubit frequency with a phase offset δ, Γ1 is the
intrinsic loss rate (1/T1 ), Γφ,bkg is the background dephasing rate measured at DΦ = 0 and Γφ is the fitted
dephasing rate. Here, A, B, ω, δ, and Γφ are fit parameters. All other components are fixed with values
determined using methods discussed above. Though this
fit form well separates the different components to dephasing decay, it has one key deficiency: it assumes that
the background dephasing rate is frequency independent,
which is not necessarily justified, as the background dephasing mechanism may also vary with frequency. To
calculate the total dephasing rate using this fit form, we
add the constant background dephasing to the fitted Γφ .
To understand how the explicit fitting form impacts
the dephasing rate, in Fig. 11 we plot Γφ vs. DΦ calculated for the α = 1 qubit using the four different fitting
forms: exponential, Gaussian [Eq. (D1)], γ-exponent
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[Eq. (D2)], and composite [Eq. (D3)]. We first note that
any differences in the rate of dephasing calculated at each
point using the various fit methods are subtle and the fits
are reasonably consistent with one another within the fit
error bars and scatter. We do observe, though, that a
purely exponential fit results in a dephasing rate that
is slightly higher than the values from the Guassian fits
for all flux points, resulting in the largest slope and thus
the highest effective flux-noise level. Therefore, we conclude that forcing a purely exponential fit to the Ramsey
decay envelopes measured for qubits that are strongly influenced by 1/f flux noise simply puts an upper bound
on the absolute flux noise strength. The γ-exponent fitting approach provides a dephasing rate that agrees well
with that extracted from the exponential fit form at low
DΦ values where background-dephasing processes dominate. However, at higher DΦ values where the qubit is
heavily impacted by 1/f flux noise, the γ-exponent fit
provides better agreement with the Gaussian-fitted dephasing rate.

The composite fit is rigidly fixed in the Γφ axis by the
value chosen to match the background dephasing rate,
in this case chosen to match the rate observed at the
lowest DΦ for the pure exponential fit. For this reason,
direct comparisons at individual flux points between this
fit and the others are more difficult. Despite all of these
potential issues, the slope of Γφ vs. DΦ is independent
of the chosen background-dephasing rate. Therefore,
this composite fit can be used to calculate a flux-noise
level for this α = 1 qubit that takes into account both
the exponential nature of non-flux dependent dephasing
and the Gaussian nature of 1/f flux-noise decay. Using the same
p methods outlined above, where we specified
Γφ = 2π AΦ | ln (2πfIR t)|DΦ , following the approach
described in Ref. [9], we use the slope of this composite fit
1/2
to extract a 1/f flux noise level of AΦ = 1.3 ± 0.2 µΦ0 .
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